
3 in 1 new electronics U7TI
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45% cheaper, 70% quicker!

70% time savings – thanks to quicker and easier connection by shell connector 
3 in 1 – main control electronics (V5TPH) + StreamClean electronics (V2TPN) + heater control electronics (V1TT)
DIP – switcher for activation / decontamination of chosen functions

Thanks to integration of 3 electronics into 1 we have managed to decrease the price of the electronics that has led to the price 
reduction up to 45% against buying these 3 electronis separately. Using of shell connectors has led to the time savings up to 
70% from the time needed before for the connection of these electronics among each other. Newly also the connection by the 
connectors for lighting, chromotherapy, water level sensor and controlling buttons are solved. Controlling is ensured by 7 
buttons with the indication of the rightly running functions. The electronic uses the advanced logic of 2-function buttons, which 
enables to run the function that corresponds to the water being in the bath-tub or not. The presence of the water in the bath-tub 
evaluates the electronic by the water level sensor that protects also the pump and heater against running without water. Another 
possibility is connecting of another pump on the input of the heater, which extends the functionality of the whole massage 
system. The indicating diods serves also as the help for the users – 1 flash at every 10 seconds at the appropriate button 
means that this function is available at the moment. 
The massage takes max. 25min, if it is not switched off earlier, then after 25min it is switched off automaticaly.

New electronic control U7TI has the following functions: 

Air massage On/Off
? pulsation
? regulation +/-
? automatic drying 
Water massage On/Off
? pulsation
Heater / water massage On/Off - another pump
Automatic desinfectant flush StreamClean 
? Indication of desinfectant solution level in the store tank - water level sensor (only type 122041 HLS-K)
Automatic filling of the water into bath-tub up to high of water level sensor
Halogen lighting / LED CoolLight / Chromotherapy 
Securing of pump and heater against running without water - water level sensor (only type 122041 HLS-K) automatic
limitation of massage duration on 25min

120082 U7TI Electronic control U7TI 300,- Eur (without VAT)

DIP switcher for activation/
? pulsation of water and air massage
? automatic drying
? automatic filling of the water into bath-tub up to high of water level sensor 
? automatic desinfectant flush StreamClean

decontamination of selected functions:

Halogen lighting (LED CoolLight) / 
Chromotherapy possibility of hardware 
activation/decontamination by jumper JP1

New and very quick way of connection by shell 
connectors without necessity of using screw-driver
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